Wendy
“Not just selling a viewpoint or a person”
Likes a website that posts various perspectives. Doesn’t like the current news mix. Too violent,
sad
Connection to local, family, culture
Called her cousin to verify a local report, cousin said “they’re exaggerating it”
Wants news that inspires her to take action
Indicators of Trust:
Link to byline
Factchecking
Eyewitness
Feedback to author

Our Proposal

1.
2.
3.
4.

Link to author bio
Publish sources
Audience feedback widget
Surface ethics policy

Link to our Prototype: http://arcanemountain85541.herokuapp.com/

Link to author bio
Wendy



Feedback, Connection Conversation with reporter
Credibility of reporter. How qualified they are to cover the topic

Publishers/Challenges


CMS integration

News Aggregators



A human with experience wrote this
Original reporting

Publish sources




Calibre & depth of reporting
Transparency of the process to the reader
Allows reader to dig deeper if they want

Publishers/Challenges




CMS integration  text form
Where in the story does it go? Collapse? A/B test
Extra work for a journalist to curate

News Aggregators



Meta tags flag sources, places

Audience Action Plan
Wendy





Various perspectives, including Wendy’s
Take action (what next?)
Create feedback loop with audience  maybe next story comes from this.
News agenda reflects the needs of audience. Creates connection with brand. Wendy
doesn’t like violence, she can tell us here. Ie: Stop telling us about the violence, tell us
why the violence is happening
Can “like” (or not like) an audience suggestion. Community decides
Shown in article, home page and Facebook  this goes where the audience is




Publishers/Challenges



Responsibility to follow up
Trolls  publisher opens the discussion



Journalist could seed the first few to guide the audience, but this takes time




Facebook is where Wendy is, we can find her here
Where in story does this go?

News Aggregators


Fully integrated with Facebook; real names

Surface ethics policy
Wendy



“Not just selling a viewpoint or a person”
Help audience understand the journalistic process

Publishers/Challenges



Publish policy and update
Work to surface relevant points

News Aggregators


Transparent news source

